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~~~~AC~~E~T RAKE ADJUSTI 

1. This instruction details the fitting of an im ed replacement brake adjusting cam kit to the Truck l/4 and 3/4 Ton GS 
Series 2 and 2A, and is to be imp nted when the existing snail cams become unserviceable. 

2. This kit can be used on both the l/4 ton and 3/4 ton vehicles. Items within the kit are colour coded for ease of identif- 
ication and reference will be made to this colour coding throughout the text of the instruction. Items not used are to be 
discarded. 

Brake adjusting snail cams. 

UI RED (To be demanded through normal supply channels). 

2530-66-092-5166 PARTS KIT, BRAKE, Adjuster 314 Ton Landrover 

a. Remove the wheels, brake drums, brake shoes and brake shoe return springs from the vehicle. Using a drill or hack- 
saw remove the peened section of the adjusting pin to facilitate removal of the mail cam. 

b. Smear XC274 grease on the splines and shoulders of the replacement adjusting pin and insert from the rear through 
the hole in the backing plate, see Fig 1. 

c. Slide on to the adjusting pin the following new Items from the kit: springs, silver coloured spacer with undercut 
facing away from the backing plate and then slide on the yellow coloured washer, see Fig 1. 

d. Using two suitable spanners locate the black coloured cam on the hardened splines of the adjusting pin using the 
self locking bolt provided and tighten to a tension of 16 Nm, see Fig 1. 

e. Ensure there is clearance between the self locking bolt and the brake shoe. To obtain this clearance it may be 
necessary to slightly file the head of the self locking bolt. 
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